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SOUL-XPRESSION
is a Non-Government Organization based in Uganda, East Africa. Created in October
2012 and legalized on 20 July 2015, Soul-Xpressions was founded by Sebulime Elisha
Davis an artist and creative facilitator together with Mugisha Frank, Edgar Kanyike,
Tumusiime Ivan and Hamza Primo former students of In Movement: Art For Social
Change. The Organization’s grand objective is to explore, create and share an
education model that uses arts and sports tools to recognize, nurture and develop
competences in the Spiritual, Emotional, Mental and Physical faculties/intelligences of
our human experience, and bridge the gap between the formal and non-formal
learning and teaching environments.

VISION
We envision a cohesive community of open minded, resourceful and
self-centered individuals. There for, we dedicate our energy and skills to
explore and create an education model that embraces, liberates, develops
and celebrates each individual in their uniqueness.

MISSION
Using the arts, sports and non-formal education methodologies,
we are here to explore and create an education model that facilitates the
development and integration of the individual’s mind, body and spirit to
build a cohesive community.

VALUES
RESPECT
REFLECTION
HARDWORK
SACRIFICE
COMMUNITY SERVICE
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I would like to extend my
sincere gratitude to the powers
that be, to the team of young,
enthusiastic, committed and
creative individuals I work with
daily to realize the dreams
we bare and to the external
support I get from all over the
World.
I am so blessed to have you
and I am proud of you all.
To dream is easy at times, but
working to realize the dream
takes discipline, determination,
devotion and sacrifice.
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Every time I rise with the sun and
find that I have a team like this to
work with,
I feel empowered, inspired and
determined to work harder to
make a difference in the lives of
those I serve.
I say, to the team, our family and
friends, partners, supporters and
sponsors, we are in this together,
we recognize and appreciate all
your support.
Let us make a lasting impact.
Transforming one individual,
one community at a time.

Sebulime Elisha Davis
Founder and Director

CURRICULUM THEMES
These are the participatory portals through and with which we explore, experience, understand and reconnect to life forms on
Earth. They are the foundation on which we develop, design and implement our program activities offering an opportunity to
the facilitator and participants to go on a journey to seek, debate, question, discover, remember and share their truth and new
discoveries without blame or judgment.

IDENTITY:

ENVIRONMENT:

HEALTH:

This is the past, present and future
presentation, expression and definition
of our feelings, thoughts and actions in
relation to the elements that support
our human experience.

That which surrounds us in the
physical and spiritual aspects of life.
The seen and unseen elements that
affect our being, thought, emotions
and actions. That which offers
reflections to look critically deep
inside and outside to acknowledge,
accept, bless and realize our purpose
in life. We refer to this in our learning
experiences as the support.
The support for the realization and
creation of who we want to become
and our life purpose

Extend healing and restoration of balance
to all that gives life coordination, rhythm
and flow. Health is a state of being which
can be achieved through attention,
mindfulness, awareness, conscious
choices and actions.

We refer to this in our learning
environment as the process not a
found object. A process to remember,
create and become who we desire to be.
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METHODOLOGY
THE METHODOLOGY IS A

NON-FORMAL
EDUCATION,
Which engages the participants using arts
and sports tools, group discussions, films,
field/study trips, reading clubs and
community service.
Through the set activities, we explore our
themes to explore, deepen and grow our
understanding of life as it unfolds in
different forms at different stages of our
lives, developing a character, skills, talents
and learning to serve others.
Our parent model is the Creative
Community Model, designed by Partners
For Youth Empowerment Global
(PYE Global) based in the United States of
America

IMPACT IN NUMBERS
This year as the Soul-Xpressions family we set out to work to steer towards our
overall objectives and missions for our individual life needs and our community
in general.
We set a few achievable goals that could be realized in the space and time of
twelve (12) months, and also the resources we had at hand.
Our programs aim at developing artistic skills and instilling values and skills of
self-respect and others, team work, self-confidence, effective communication,
creativity and recently entrepreneurship.
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AT THE LOCAL
We work with three (3) local partners in our
immediate community, People Concern
Children Project (PCCP) in Kabalagala,
Railways Children Primary School in
Nsambya and Sosolya Undugu Dance
Academy in Kabalagala.
They are a great foundation of our programs
as they provide us with

85%

of the beneficiaries
of our activities.
The Children and
youth we work with

to create a difference in our day to day lives
and communities using arts and sports tools
through creative non formal facilitation
eductaion model.

Student's Stories

Subrah Natasha 12yrs. PCCP.
Through asking more questions about
myself, my family, my tribe and my likes
and dislikes.
I’m learning to discover my own Identity.

This year we have worked with

30
35
40

children from

PCCP

Wanok Gasper. 11yrs. PCCP

from Railways
Primary School

By not putting myself and others down
and using magic words.
I have learned to respect myself and others.

from Sosolya
Undugu Dance
Academy.

Our participant’s age is between
10 – 21 years. This means we have worked
with a total of

105

children and
youth in 2019.
We could not have done this without the
support of youth facilitators, families,
community members, advisors,
school teachers, donors and sponsors all
over the world.
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Shamirah Juma. 13yrs. PCCP
Using my mind, ears and eyes,
I’m learning to listen.

AT THE INTERNATIONAL
Soul and Soil:

Global Lab goes global:

Education through sports:
Sponsored

Co-funded by European
Commission Erasmus+

• Training of trainers:

• Youth Exchange in Lorca, Spain

The training objective was teaching practical
skills and youth work tools to youth workers
who are engaged in youth and leadership
development work using sports as a tool of
education.

We sent five (5) youth to Spain in April this year, to
take part in an International youth exchange with
youth from Spain, Ghana, Tanzania, Bulgaria and
Lithuania, where they represented us in identifying
and suggesting ways to solve Global issues, tackling
SDGs using the 6 Steps to Global citizenship
designed by the partnership and encouraging
young people to take active roles in matters affecting
their communities

With the collaboration of MineVaganti NGO
from Sassari, Italy, People Concern Children
Project, we managed to train 20 youth workers
between March and April.

• Sports tournament:
The tournament, which saw eight
(8) schools and organizations and more than

200
community members from Kampala and the
suburbs come together to participate and
spectate, was designed to bring together
different youth together to participate in a
two (2) days sports tournament.
To exhibit what was learned from the training,
showcase the youth talents and to show the
entire community the power Sports has to
bring people of different backgrounds/cultures
to celebrate life, find solutions to pressing
global issues and share space together.
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VOLUNTEERS

Emmanuel de Sousa Figueira
"A unique experience"

This year we had a privilege of hosting
two (2) amazing individuals from
German who have spent three (3)
months with us/ Supporting in media,
out reach program and dance training.

I thoroughly enjoyed my stay here. It was inspiring to
work withsuch dedicated people, who let me be part
of their life and project and who are so hardworking,
trying to really make a change.
It’s so rewarding to see even the small changes made
when e.g. you see the kids at schools they facilitate at
learn to communicate and express their feelings and
thoughts in creative and healthy ways.
You yourself also learn more about yourself, you
discover those different ways of expressing yourself,
your soul, for yourself; learning together with the
children.

Emmanuel de Sousa Figueira
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The whole team of Soul-Xpressions makes you feel
so welcome and truly make the experience.
It’s something I’m sure little other things come close
to and I’d do it again in a heartbeat.

FROM OUR STAFF
PROGRAMS COORDINATOR

LEAD FACILITATOR

CHIEF OF MEDIA

Mugisha Frank

Kanyike Edgar

Kagoya Shamusa

This is the past, present and future
presentation, expression and
definition of our feelings, thoughts
and actions in relation to the elements
that support our human experience.

This year has been a process.
A process of exploration. Exploring
our curriculum themes, Identity,
Environment and Health.
Understanding what they mean to us
as Individuals but also a collective.

2019 has been a journey I'd say,
full of challenges and inspiration
to learn and reflect from, with
365 chances to try again when
things didint go as planned.

We refer to this in our learning
environment as the process not a
found object. A process to remember,
create and become who we desire to be.
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Learning and unlearning for not only
he participants but also us the
facilitators.

The flow was only in balance
with the support of the team,
strategies that’s in line with our
brand identity, the NGO’s
audience, and goals.

PARTNERS
Aktion 5% from German,
Aktion 5% has had a great impact on our lives by sponsoring our dance
and office space rent at Design Hub Kampala for two (2) years running.
This space is fundamental to our program activities such as dance,
planning and evaluation meetings and facilitation training.

People Concern Children Project from Kikubamutwe,
Kabalagala are our implementing partners and have been very supportive
through out the year constantly proving children and youth for our
program activities.

Sosolya Undungu Dance Academy from Kabalagala, Kampala,
have been very supportive proving children and youth for our weekly
program activities, always welcoming us in to their center.

Batalo East from Kampala,

our training and organization development partners

Our International partners:
Global Citizen Academy – Lithuania, Pro European Network – Bulgaria,
Cazalla Intercultural – Spain, MineVaganti NGO – Italy, Chamwino Arts Center – Tanzania,
Tanzania Youth Cultural Exchange Network – Tanzania,
Young People We Care – Ghana.
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Soul-Xpressions
Design Hub Kampala
Plot 3 Bata close 5th
street Industrial Area
P.O.box 7319

T : +256 784 514 009
M : +256 753 985 753
E : xpressions1soul@gmail.com
W : www.soul-xpressions.org
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